EDU 458 Video Observation Guidelines

1. For a lesson to be scored as one of the two video observations, at least 20 minutes of the lesson must be recorded and submitted to GoReact.com via the course created by your University Coordinator (multiple shorter videos recorded of the same lesson may be used).
2. The lesson plan must be attached to the video submission in GoReact.
3. You must preview the video and make reflective comments regarding your perceptions of the lesson. Confirm with your University Coordinator how they would like the reflective comments completed.
4. After you have completed the first three steps of:
   1) submitting the video,
   2) attaching your lesson plan, and
   3) previewing and providing comments to the video
   you must email your UC as an alert your video observation is ready for scoring.

Prior to recording

Preview the “Recording Tips” page from GoReact which provides helpful tips and tricks to get better quality videos. You can find that information at: https://help.goreact.com/hc/en-us/articles/360003481492-Recording-tips

GoReact Student User Support

Introductory Student Video

https://goreact.wistia.com/medias/a037ym8a0i

Direct links to GoReact.com Resources for Student Users

1. Student Resources Page

2. Student Training Videos

3. Student Request for Tech Support